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Remember when you were a little kid and you were afraid of monsters and bogey men under the bed, 
phantoms lurking in dark closets, and ghosts in attics?  I used to sleep with my older sister as a child 
and she always slept on the side of the bed facing the door, "So if any monsters come in, they will have 
to eat me first," she assured me.  

Well, it wasn't much assurance. It admitted the reality of monsters.... 

All in all, it was a good life lesson to consider the possibility of monsters at an early age. It prepares 
one for adulthood, and contesting with the very actual, factual monsters in our world. 

One of the strange things about monsters is that they usually don't realize that they are monsters at all.  
They think they are perfectly normal and reasonable, even fashionable and often popular people.  

Please take the 20 minutes it requires to learn this actual very succinct history of the monsters lurking 
under our national bed and what they did to the indigenous people of America and---- before you blink 
and think that this history applies only to the Native people-- remember that the same men responsible 
for the vast genocide of animals and people described in this film were the ones who set up the 
framework and machinery of the Great Fraud used to steal our identities as living people and genocide 
all of us on paper. 

This is not a mistake.  This is not collateral damage.  This is the result of a multi-generational rampage 
by monsters, men blinded by prejudice, greed and self-interest placed in positions of power in our own 
government: evil in high places. What happened to the Lakota Sioux in physical fact has now been 
done to all --or nearly all of us-- on paper.  

Russel Means, one of the wisest of the Native Spokesmen, gave a Farewell Address to the Nation as 
one of his last YouTube videos as he was dying of cancer.  It was called, "Welcome to the Reservation!"
 

It was instantly suppressed, though he used no swear words, advocated no violence and only spoke the 
God's Honest Truth.  From his standpoint it was obvious what was coming down the turnpike --- the 
attempt the Monsters were making to herd us all onto "reservations" under UN Agenda 21 and now, 
Agenda 30.  

http://www.paulstramer.net/2017/08/the-monsters-under-our-beds-take-20.html


With sly humor and biting, painful insight honed to a fine edge, Russell spoke as he stared at his own 
death. 

He knew that you cannot harm others and cannot harm the Earth without eventually harming yourself.  
So all of us who have stood around and let the Monsters rule in Washington, DC, all of us who have 
mistaken the UN Corporation for the United Nations, all of us who thought it was okay to mistreat the 
plantation slaves and the Native Americans --- have sown the seeds of our own enslavement and 
destruction.  

It's only logical.  Contempt of any man breeds contempt for all men.  

If they profited from seizing title to black slaves, why wouldn't they try to profit from seizing title to 
white slaves?  If they practiced genocide against innocent Native men, women, and children--- it's a 
small step to gunning down white people, too.

So he meant it when he opened his arms wide and smiled and said, "Welcome to the reservation!"  He 
spoke from a depth of knowing that I can't hope to describe, and he spoke as a warning to all Mankind, 
friend and foe alike.  

I can't share his almost-final video with you, because it has been systematically removed from YouTube
and other networks by those who don't want their evils exposed---- but I can share this brief and factual
history and you can fill in the blanks for yourselves.  

This is what happened to the Native peoples and this is what the Monsters have planned for you---- and
had guts enough to publish, too, as Agenda 21 and now Agenda 30.  After viewing this video and 
reading these "Agendas" there should be no doubt in your mind that you need an agenda of your own: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qr-lCJp9v1E&feature=youtu.be

Join the effort to drain the Swamp in Washington, DC, drive the criminal elements of the United 
Nations back into the sea, force the government of France to liquidate the UN Corporation as a crime 
syndicate, get the psychopaths out of our military leadership, and put an end to the 150 year reign of 
these criminal regimes. 
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